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PREFACE

The AlphaC 2.0 product is aimed at the experienced software developer who is quite familiar
with C programming as well as the Alpha Micro computer and AMOS operating system. This
book consists of a series of “tech tips” that we hope will be of benefit to such a systems
programmer, but it does not contain C programming examples or tutorial information on
making use of the AMOS monitor. If you need help getting started with these topics, we
suggest you investigate training classes through Alpha Micro, the Alpha Micro User’s Society,
or local AMOS users’ groups.
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CHAPTER 1  - INTRODUCING
AlphaC 2.0

AlphaC 2.0 is a C programming product from Alpha Microsystems that is based upon the GNU
C compiler from the Free Software Foundation. Also included is an ANSI C library from Infinity
Development and the library from the 1.1 release of Alpha Microsystems’ AlphaC. The AlphaC
2.0 compiler is covered by the GNU General Public License, a copy of which is in the file
COPY.TXT on the distribution media. Please look that file over for information on your legal
rights in using this product. The source code for the compiler, including the ANSI C library and
the Alpha Micro library, is also included on the media to allow you to analyze and maintain the
compiler and libraries.

  INSTALLATION

To install AlphaC 2.0, define an ersatz name of GCC: for some account on your system. (The
standard account for AlphaC 2.0 is DSK0:[7,45], but any disk and account will do.) The files in
accounts [65,*] contain the source code for the compiler and libraries and will not be needed for
normal operation. Use the appropriate AMOS commands for your system to copy the files onto
your computer.

You need at least one megabyte of memory to compile a program of even minimal size and large
programs may require 2MB or more. You may have to define a special system initialization
command file to provide enough memory in one or more partitions to allow compilations with
AlphaC 2.0. Note that executing the compiled program does not typically require such large
partitions.

To rebuild the compiler and libraries, you will need an AMOS 2.2 or later computer and 4MB in
your memory partition. This process takes about six hours on an AM-2000M computer.

  COMPILING AN ALPHAC 2.0 PROGRAM

The program GCC.LIT is provided by Alpha Micro (see Chapter 2 for details), and performs a
compile and assembly of the C source file. The compiler takes many options, which are
described in Chapter 2, “Linking and Compiling AlphaC 2.0 Programs.”

GLC.DO is then used to link all of the files compiled by GCC.LIT.
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The file SYSLB0.LIB contains the library routines compiled using register parameters (GCC
will use register parameters by default). Using register parameters will force any existing
assembler routines called by C code to be changed (they must be changed slightly in any case;
see Chapter 6 “Calling the Assembler,” for details), and also requires all calls made to functions
which take an indeterminate number of arguments (e.g., printf) be called within the scope of a
prototype for that function (i.e., before calling printf the C code must include STDIO.H). If you
prefer not using register parameters at all, the file NRGLB0.LIB contains the library routines
compiled without using register parameters.

  LIBRARY ROUTINES

The library routines provided are basically the ANSI C routines with additional routines
specifically for the Alpha Micro and some other routines intended to support porting UNIX
programs. Every routine has a prototype in one of the header files, so you can find out what they
are. AlphaC Interface to the AMOS/L Monitor describes most of the Alpha Micro specific library
routines; the ANSI routines are documented in many books for the PC or UNIX. For information
on the AlphaC 2.0 libraries, see Chapter 4, “Resident Libraries,” Chapter 5, “Library Command
Line Parsing,” and Chapter 6, “The AlphaC 2.0 Library.”

  COMMAND LINE PROCESSING

Command line processing, while basically simple, does have a few features you may eventually
want to know about. This is described in Chapter 5, “Library Command Line Parsing.”.

  ASSEMBLER INTERFACE

For information on the interface to assembly language subroutines, see Chapter 7, “Calling
Assembler Routines.”

  COMPATIBILITY

If you have previously used AlphaC, you will probably want to take a look at Chapter 8, “Porting
Considerations,” which describes some compatibility issues.
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  DOCUMENTATION

Please refer to the following Alpha Micro documents for more information on AlphaC 2.0:

C Preprocessor User’s Guide
Using and Porting GNU CCe
AlphaC Interface to the AMOS/L Monitor
AlphaC UNIX Port Assistance Package
AlphaC 2.0 Release Notes

all of which are available under part number PDB-00055-00, AlphaC 2.0 documentation library.
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CHAPTER 2  - LINKING AND
COMPILING AlphaC 2.0 PROGRAMS

This chapter describes GCC.LIT, a utility program used to compile C programs using the
AlphaC 2.0 compiler. We also discuss the options that may be passed to the compiler.

GCC provides a convenient front end to the two parts of the compiler, CPP and CC1, allowing
you to specify switches without regard to which part requires the switch. Each individual module
is compiled with GCC, then all of the object files are linked with GLC, a DO file.

CPP is a C preprocessor, and interprets only the preprocessor commands. The compiler proper is
CC1. This manual does not describe ANSI C, but does describe some extensions to ANSI C
made by the AlphaC 2.0 compiler. References to the “old compiler” below refer to AlphaC
version 1.1.

  USING GCC

GCC is re-entrant and reusable. It makes use of the programs CPP.LIT and CC1.LIT,
HAKCPP.LIT, and HAKCPP.I, which must be located in DSK0:[1,4]. It compiles C language
programs into object modules that may then be linked using the GLC.DO file.

To use GCC, type:

GCC source -switches

where source is the name of the .C source program you want to compile and switches select
compiler options. GCC will now compile your program and place the resulting object code into a
file named source.OBJ. Command switches may be specified with a preceding dash (UNIX-
style) or with a preceding slash (AMOS style).

GCC reads default switches out of two files: CPP.DEF and CC1.DEF. These default switches are
automatically passed to the preprocessor and the compiler, respectively. By modifying the
contents of these two files using AlphaVUE, you can change the default behavior of GCC.

On this release, CC1.AMS can be renamed to CC1.DEF to provide maximum compatibility with
previous AlphaC releases. CC1.POR provides a more general and portable set of compile time
parameters.
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You may have more than one copy of CPP.DEF and CC1.DEF on the computer. GCC searches
for these files first in the current account, followed by the current project’s library account
([p,0]), and then looks in the ersatz device GCC:. Having more than one copy of these files
allows you to change the default behavior of the compiler on a project-by-project basis.

GCC loads the file CC1.LIT into memory during operation. As this is a large file, you can
increase the performance of GCC, particularly when used to compile several files in a row, by
preloading CC1.LIT into user or system memory.

GCC requires that certain command options be specified for all compilations. These are noted in
the list of options given below. Failure to include these required options will generate unusable
code.

GCC needs a large memory partition in which to execute. A minimum of 1.5 megabytes is
needed, with some programs requiring 2.5MB to compile. This memory requirement can be
reduced by about .5MB by loading CC1.LIT into system memory.

GCC has only one error message:

?Unable to load xxxx

indicating that one of the files GCC needs to load into memory (CPP.LIT, CC1.LIT,
HAKCPP.LIT, or HAKCPP.I) could not be loaded. Check to make sure you have enough
memory allocated to your partition, and that these files are in DSK0:[1,4].

  COMPILER OPTIONS

The following command line options are available for use with GCC. These options may be
included on the command line when invoking GCC or may be placed in the CPP.DEF or
CC1.DEF file, as appropriate. All switches are case sensitive and must be entered as shown. You
must precede each option with either a dash as shown, or with a slash.

-o file Place the output (the assembly code) in the named file. This is
normally used to place the output in an .M68 file (CC1 defaults
to placing output in a file with the extension .S, as used on
UNIX). CC1 switch.

-version Display version information. CC1 switch.

-ansi Eliminate certain keywords that are incompatible with ANSI C
(asm, inline and typeof), allowing them to be used as variable
names. CC1 switch.
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-traditional Support some aspects of traditional compilers that are no longer
supported by ANSI C, such as unsigned-preserving semantics
rather than value-preserving. See later in this manual for a
complete list. CC1 switch.

-O Optimize code. This causes register declarations to be ignored
(the compiler decides what to put in registers itself). This is
highly recommended; without it, the generated code is larger
and slower than necessary. CC1 switch.

-w Inhibit all warning messages. CC1 switch.

-W Print extra warning messages for various possible errors.
This is recommended. CC1 switch.

-Wimplicit Warn whenever a function is called without having been
declared. CC1 switch.

-Wunused Warn whenever a local variable is not used by a function, or
when an expression computes a value that is not used, or when
a static function is declared but not defined. CC1 switch.

-Wswitch Warn when a switch on an enum lacks a case for some value of
the enum and has no default case. CC1 switch.

-Wall All of the above -W options. CC1 switch.

-Wstrict-prototypes Warn whenever a function is declared without a prototype (that
is, with just an empty pair of parentheses) and whenever a non
static function is defined without a prototype having been seen.
CC1 switch.

-Wshadow Warn whenever one local variable shadows another one. CC1
switch.

-Wpointer-arith Warn whenever an expression depends on the size of a function
type or void. AlphaC 2.0 normally gives these types a size of
1. CC1 switch.

-Wcast-qual Warn whenever a cast removes const or volatile from a value.
CC1 switch.

-Wwrite-strings Give all constant strings the type const char[length]. This will
help detect code which may write into a string constant. CC1
switch.
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-mregparm Pass the first two parameters in registers D0 and D1. This is
how the default library (SYSLB0.LIB) is compiled, so all
code that uses it must be compiled the same way. A library of
code compiled without this switch (NRGLB0.LIB) is also
provided. If this switch is used, all calls made to a function
which takes a variable number of arguments (such as printf)
must be done within the scope of a full declaration specifying
this (e.g., extern int printf(const char *,...)).
CC1 switch.

-mshortcalls Generate code using short calls off the register A3. This will
only work if the program is less than 64KB in size. Code that is
not compiled with this switch will use A3 as a temporary
register (just as all the other registers are used). This means that
code compiled with -mshortcalls cannot be called by code
compiled without -mshortcalls. Therefore, if you ever use -
mshortcalls you should probably use it for all your code. The
libraries do not use -mshortcalls, but functions which must call
other functions (such as qsort) make special provisions to not
use A3 (they are compiled with the option -ffixed-a3). CC1
switch.

-mgotoinit Add a jump to the symbol .init. at the beginning of the
generated assembly code. This will cause the program to
call the standard initialization routine contained in
SYSLB0.LIB You may also use the macro gotoinit
defined in AMOS.H. The module containing the main
procedure must be compiled with the switch unless it
contains a version statement, in which case it should not
be compiled with this switch (the version number will not
show when DIR/V is used). CC1 switch.

-fno-asm Do not recognize asm, inline, or typeof as keywords. CC1
switch.

-fno-defer-pop Always pop arguments to a function call as soon as the function
returns, rather than popping the arguments of several function
calls at once. CC1 switch.

-fstrength-reduce Do loop strength reduction and elimination of iteration
variables. CC1 switch.

-fomit-frame-pointer Do not use a frame pointer for code which does not require one,
thus making an extra register available. CC1 switch.
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-finline-functions Automatically integrate all simple functions.  If all calls to a
static function are integrated, no code will be output for that
function. CC1 switch.

-fkeep-inline-
functions

Output code for static inline functions even if all calls to them
have been integrated. CC1 switch.

-fwriteable-strings Do not make a single copy of each unique string constant, so
that they can be freely modified. This is to support old
programs which modify string constants. CC1 switch.

-fcond-mismatch Allow condition expressions with mismatched types in the
second and third arguments. The type of the result is void.
CC1 switch.

-fvolatile Consider all memory references through pointers to be volatile.
CC1 switch.

-funsigned-char Make the type char unsigned (if you do this you may want to
define the macro __CHAR_UNSIGNED__ by passing
-D__CHAR_UNSIGNED__ to CPP; this will make the
LIMITS.H header file work correctly). CC1 switch.

-fsigned-char Make the type char signed. This is the default. CC1 switch.

-ffixed-reg Treat the register reg as a fixed register; the assembler code
will never refer to it in any way. CC1 switch.

-fshared-data Put static data in the data segment rather than the program
segment. This switch must be used to generate correct code for
the Alpha Micro. CC1 switch.

-dletters Output debugging dumps as specified by the letters (which can
be any of rjsLflgdJm). See the GNU CC documentation for
how to use this and how to interpret  the dumps. CC1 switch.

-pedantic Give all warnings required by strict ANSI C. CC1 switch.

-P Don’t output #-lines with line number information. CPP
switch.

-C Don’t discard comments. CPP switch.

-trigraphs Translate ANSI trigraph sequences into the corresponding
characters. This is required for strict ANSI conformance. CPP
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switch.
-pedantic Issue all warnings required by ANSI C. CPP switch.

-idirectory Add the named directory to the end of the list of directories to
be searched for header files. It will be prefixed to the file
name, so something like LIB: or DSK16:[65,0] is appropriate.
CPP switch.

-I- Directories specified with the -I option before the -I- option are
searched only for files included as #include “file”, not as
#include <file>. Any additional -I options following the -I- will
be searched for all include files. Also, if -I- is specified, the
current directory is not searched for include files unless it is
specifically named with a -I option. CPP switch.

-g Generate debug information for use by CDEBUG. CC1 switch.

-nostdinc Do not search the standard system directories for include files.
On AMOS the standard directories are the current directory
(unless included with angle brackets), the [p,0] account of the
current project, and MAC:. CPP switch.

-Dname Define a macro name. CPP switch.

-Dname=def Define a macro name with a particular definition def. CPP
switch.

-Uname Do not define a macro name; this overrides use of -D. CPP
switch.

-undef Do not define the standard macros (which are __AMOS__ and
__GNUC__). (The character __ is two underlines.) CPP
switch.

-d Rather than outputting the results of the preprocessing, output a
list of #define commands for all defined macros. CPP switch.

-M Rather than outputting the results of the preprocessing, output a
rule suitable for a makefile listing all the included files. CPP
switch.

-MM Like -M, but only list files included with quotes rather than
angle brackets. CPP switch.
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-ifile Process file as input before processing the regular input file,
discarding all output; thus the only effect of file will be to
define macros. CPP switch.

  GCC SUMMARY

On the following pages is quick reference information on GCC.LIT. Place this information in the
alphabetically ordered reference sheets in your AMOS System Commands Reference Manual.
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GCC
FUNCTION

Used to compile C programs using AlphaC 2.0. Provides a convenient front end to the
two parts of the compiler, CPP and CC1, allowing you to specify switches without regard
to which part requires the option.

CHARACTERISTICS

GCC is re-entrant and reusable. Makes use of the programs CPP.LIT, CC1.LIT,
HAKCPP.LIT, and HAKCPP.I, which must be located in DSK0:[1,4].

Compiles C language programs into object modules (.OBJ files) that may then be linked
using the GLC program, which calls LNKLIT.

FORMAT

GCC source-file {options}

See “Options,” below for information on the compiler options you may use.

OPERATION

Enter GCC followed by the name of the C source program which is to be compiled.
Follow this file name with any option switches you wish to use to affect the compilation.
For example:

GCC HELLO -DDEBUG -ansi

GCC will now compile the file HELLO.C and place the resulting object code into a file
named HELLO.OBJ. You may specify options by preceding them with a dash (UNIX
style) or slash (AMOS style).

GCC reads default switches out of two files CPP.DEF and CC1.DEF. These default
switches are automatically passed to the C preprocessor and the compiler, respectively.
By modifying the contents of these two files by using AlphaVUE, you can change the
default behavior of GCC.

You may have more than one copy of CPP.DEF and CC1.DEF on your AMOS computer.
GCC searches for these files in the current account, then the current account’s project
library ([p,0]), then in the ersatz device GCC:. Having more than one copy of these files
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allows you to customize the default behavior of the compiler on a project-by-project
basis.

HINTS

GCC needs a large memory partition in which to execute. (See the AlphaC 2.0 User’s
Guide for details on memory requirements.) GCC loads the file CC1.LIT into memory
during operation. As this is a large file, you can increase the performance of GCC,
particularly when used to compile several files in a row, by preloading CC1.LIT into user
or system memory.

GCC requires that certain command options be specified for all compilations. These are
noted in the list of options below. Failure to include these required options will result in
unusable code.

Unlike many UNIX and MS-DOS based compilers, you must use a separate program,
LNKLIT, to link the object modules produced by GCC.

OPTIONS

-o file Place the output (the assembly code) in the named file.
This is normally used to place the output in an .M68 file
(CC1 defaults to placing output in a file with the
extension .S, as used on UNIX). CC1 switch.

-version Display version information. CC1 switch.

-ansi Eliminate certain keywords that are incompatible with
ANSI C (asm, inline and typeof), allowing them to be
used as variable names. CC1 switch.

-traditional Support some aspects of traditional compilers that are
no longer supported by ANSI C, such as unsigned-
preserving semantics rather than value-preserving. See
later in this manual for a complete list. CC1 switch.

-O Optimize code. This causes register declarations to be
ignored (the compiler decides what to put in registers
itself). This is highly recommended; without it, the
generated code is larger and slower than necessary.
CC1 switch.

-w Inhibit all warning messages. CC1 switch.

-W Print extra warning messages for various possible
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errors. This is recommended. CC1 switch.

-Wimplicit Warn whenever a function is called without having been
declared. CC1 switch.

-Wunused Warn whenever a local variable is not used by a
function, or when an expression computes a value that is
not used, or when a static function is declared but not
defined. CC1 switch.

-Wswitch Warn when a switch on an enum lacks a case for some
value of the enum and has no default case. CC1 switch.

-Wall All of the above -W options. CC1 switch.

-Wstrict-prototypes Warn whenever a function is declared without a
prototype (that is, with just an empty pair of
parentheses) and whenever a non static function is
defined without a prototype having been seen. CC1
switch.

-Wshadow Warn whenever one local variable shadows another one.
CC1 switch.

-Wpointer-arith Warn whenever an expression depends on the size of a
function type or void. AlphaC 2.0 normally gives these
types a size of 1. CC1 switch.

-Wcast-qual Warn whenever a cast removes const or volatile from a
value. CC1 switch.

-Wwrite-strings Give all constant strings the type const char[length].
This will help detect code which may write into a string
constant. CC1 switch.

-mregparm Pass the first two parameters in registers D0 and D1.
This is how the default library (SYSLB0.LIB) is
compiled, so all code that uses it must be compiled the
same way. A library of code compiled without this
switch (NRGLB0.LIB) is also provided. If this switch
is used, all calls made to a function which takes a
variable number of arguments (such as printf) must be
done within the scope of a full declaration specifying
this (e.g., extern int printf(const char
*,...)). CC1 switch.
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-mshortcalls Generate code using short calls off the register A3. This
will only work if the program is less than 64KB in size.
Code that is not compiled with this switch will use A3
as a temporary register (just as all the other registers are
used). This means that code compiled with -mshortcalls
cannot be called by code compiled without -mshortcalls.
Therefore, if you ever use -mshortcalls you should
probably use it for all your code. The libraries do not
use -mshortcalls, but functions which must call other
functions (such as qsort) make special provisions to not
use A3 (they are compiled with the option -ffixed-a3).
CC1 switch.

-mgotoinit Add a jump to the symbol .init. at the beginning of the
generated assembly code. This will cause the
program to call the standard initialization routine
contained in SYSLB0.LIB You may also use the
macro gotoinit defined in AMOS.H. The module
containing the main procedure must be compiled
with the switch unless it contains a version
statement, in which case it should not be compiled
with this switch (the version number will not show
when DIR/V is used). CC1 switch.

-fno-asm Do not recognize asm, inline, or typeof as keywords.
CC1 switch.

-fno-defer-pop Always pop arguments to a function call as soon as the
function returns, rather than popping the arguments of
several function calls at once. CC1 switch.

-fstrength-reduce Do loop strength reduction and elimination of iteration
variables. CC1 switch.

-fomit-frame-pointer Do not use a frame pointer for code which does not
require one, thus making an extra register available.
CC1 switch.

-finline-functions Automatically integrate all simple functions.  If all calls
to a static function are integrated, no code will be output
for that function. CC1 switch.

-fkeep-inline-functions Output code for static inline functions even if all calls to
them have been integrated. CC1 switch.
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-fwriteable-strings Do not make a single copy of each unique string
constant, so that they can be freely modified. This is to
support old programs which modify string constants.
CC1 switch.

-fcond-mismatch Allow condition expressions with mismatched types in
the second and third arguments. The type of the result
is void. CC1 switch.

-fvolatile Consider all memory references through pointers to be
volatile. CC1 switch.

-funsigned-char Make the type char unsigned (if you do this you may
want to define the macro __CHAR_UNSIGNED__ by
passing -D__CHAR_UNSIGNED__ to CPP; this will
make the LIMITS.H header file work correctly). CC1
switch.

-fsigned-char Make the type char signed. This is the default. CC1
switch.

-ffixed-reg Treat the register reg as a fixed register; the assembler
code will never refer to it in any way. CC1 switch.

-fshared-data Put static data in the data segment rather than the
program segment. This switch must be used to generate
correct code for the Alpha Micro. CC1 switch.

-dletters Output debugging dumps as specified by the letters
(which can be any of rjsLflgdJm). See the GNU CC
documentation for how to use this and how to interpret
the dumps. CC1 switch.

-pedantic Give all warnings required by strict ANSI C. CC1
switch.

-P Don’t output #-lines with line number information. CPP
switch.

-C Don’t discard comments. CPP switch.

-trigraphs Translate ANSI trigraph sequences into the
corresponding characters. This is required for strict
ANSI conformance. CPP switch.
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-pedantic Issue all warnings required by ANSI C. CPP switch.

-idirectory Add the named directory to the end of the list of
directories to be searched for header files. It will be
prefixed to the file name, so something like LIB: or
DSK16:[65,0] is appropriate. CPP switch.

-I- Directories specified with the -I option before the -I-
option are searched only for files included as #include
“file”, not as #include <file>. Any additional -I options
following the -I- will be searched for all include files.
Also, if -I- is specified, the current directory is not
searched for include files unless it is specifically named
with a -I option. CPP switch.

-g Generate debug information for use by CDEBUG.
CC1 switch.

-nostdinc Do not search the standard system directories for
include files. On AMOS the standard directories are the
current directory (unless included with angle brackets),
the [p,0] account of the current project, and MAC:. CPP
switch.

-Dname Define a macro name. CPP switch.

-Dname=def Define a macro name with a particular definition def.
CPP switch.

-Uname Do not define a macro name; this overrides use of -D.
CPP switch.

-undef Do not define the standard macros (which are
__AMOS__ and __GNUC__). (The character __ is
two underlines.) CPP switch.

-d Rather than outputting the results of the preprocessing,
output a list of #define commands for all defined
macros. CPP switch.

-M Rather than outputting the results of the preprocessing,
output a rule suitable for a makefile listing all the
included files. CPP switch.

-MM Like -M, but only list files included with quotes rather
than angle brackets. CPP switch.
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-ifile Process file as input before processing the regular input
file, discarding all output; thus the only effect of file
will be to define macros. CPP switch.

MESSAGES

?Unable to load xxx

One of the files GCC needs to load into memory (CPP.LIT, CC1.LIT, HAKCPP.LIT, or
HAKCPP.I) could not be loaded. Check to make sure you have enough memory allocated
to your partition, and that these files are in DSK0:[1,4].
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CHAPTER 3  CREATING AND
MAINTAINING LIBRARIES

This chapter discusses LIBLIT, the object file organizer. Its function is to maintain the libraries
which the various compilers and linkers use.

When integrating generally used C functions into a library, check to see that object files are
placed in the proper order. A subroutine calling on another must precede the called routine.  A
header file for the library must also be created and installed on DSK0:[7,7] for global use with
the #include statement.

  THE OBJECT FILE ORGANIZER

LIBLIT can be used in a number of different ways to create .LIB files. It concatenates separate
object files into a single library with a .LIB extension. These are the command formats:

To create a new library and add object files:

LIBLIT output=input1{,input2,....inputN}

where output is the library file.

To create a listing of the files in a library:

LIBLIT{/L} output=input1{,input2,....inputN}

where /L generates the library listing.

To modify an existing library:

LIBLIT{/L} inout,input1{,input2,...inputN}

qualified with the symbols \ which means delete and ( ) which means collection. If /L is used in
the above format, the listing displays on the screen, but a list file on disk is not updated.  Some
examples:

LIBLIT MYLIB=SUB1,SUB2,ERRMSG 
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creates a new library and adds object files.

LIBLIT MYLIB\SUB1,NEWSUB,READIT 

deletes SUB1 and adds the rest.

LIBLIT MYLIB\(SUB1,NEWSUB,READIT),GETNUM 

deletes this collection and adds GETNUM.

LIBLIT MYLIB\FORMAT,FORMAT 

deletes the old version and adds the new. For more information, see your Assembly Language
Programmer's Manual.

  Libraries and Linking

LNKLIT combines named object programs into a single executable module. It resolves external
references and searches specified libraries stored on disk for functions required in the program.
A library is searched exactly once. Only those routines defining an unresolved external reference
are copied into the program. If a routine from a library references another routine in the library,
the referenced routine must appear after the referencing routine. Thus, the order of programs
within libraries may be important.

  VERSION CHECKING BY LNKLIT

LNKLIT checks to insure a program is only given its original library or an update of that file. If
you attempt to execute a program with an improper library, you see:

Wrong version of [program] for use with [library]

If you see this message, it either means you are running with an out of date version of the
specified library, or you are running with a newer version of the library which had to be re-
created. In the latter case, re-link your program using LNKLIT.
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CHAPTER 4  - RESIDENT LIBRARIES

This chapter briefly describes how to create and use resident libraries with the AlphaC 2.0
compiler and the ANSI C libraries.

This chapter discusses RESLIT, the resident library organizer. Resident libraries are created from
object (.OBJ) and library (.LIB) files. They are similar to libraries created by LIBLIT, except
they are machine instruction code images (like a .LIT file) with a function transfer vector at the
front of the file. They also contain the DSECT definitions required by the resident subroutine
library. A transfer vector is a small instruction sequence that transfers execution to the desired
subroutine.

  WHY USE RESIDENT LIBRARIES?

Resident libraries provide a way to have the instructions of a subroutine in memory only once.
This facility has long been available to whole programs, but not for subroutines. The use of C
programming has made the size of executable code modules (.LIT files) larger. The size of the
code from the AlphaC library (SYSLB0.LIB) for C programs using standard Input/Output has a
minimum of about 14K. More complex programs using more library routines draw even more
code from the library. The size of these programs create performance problems. The time to read
them from the disk becomes noticeable with programs over 100K. Furthermore, C programs can
call other programs using the AMOS call. Each of those programs would have a duplicate copy
of library routines with a minimum of 14K. The use of resident subroutine libraries eliminates
the duplication of these subroutines in memory, thus improving performance.
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  HOW A RESIDENT LIBRARY WORKS

Here’s a diagram of how subroutines in an application work without the use of resident
subroutine libraries:

Program TEST
Main Program
CALL print();
CALL timex();
EXIT

Module A:
print()

{...;}
scan()

{...;}
Return

Module B:
OPENIO()

{ cal()
...};

Return

Module F:
timex()

{...;}
cal()

{...;}
Return
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Here’s a diagram of how subroutines in an application work with the use of resident subroutine
libraries:

Program TEST A: Subroutine print()
Return

Main program ...
: B: Subroutine OPENIO()

CALL print() CALL cal();
: Return

CALL timex() ...
: C: Subroutine timex()

EXIT Return
...

A: Transfer vector Other subroutines
for print

C: Transfer vector
for timex

  Transfer Vectors

When a resident subroutine library is used, transfer vectors substitute subroutines in the user’s
program. The transfer vector looks like this:

Label: ; Library entry point label
MOV ..LIBBAS00..,A6 ; Library base
ADD #<function #>,A6 ; function number JMP @A6

  RESTRICTIONS ON RESIDENT LIBRARIES

• The resident subroutine library code image (.SYS) must have all external references and
DSECT variables resolved properly. For example, if there is a variable which is
referenced by both the resident library routines and by the user’s program, then it must be
declared as a global variable in one of the resident library routines, and referenced as
extern in the program.

 
• Programs using a resident subroutine library may use one and only one resident library.
 
• Only the subroutine names declared in the header file are exported to the program.
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• The C compiler creates two pseudo-ops, called C.CODE and C.FLAG. Do not use or
delete these flags.

 
• There are a few special modules which must not appear in the resident library: CINIT,

UINIT, CTYPE, SETLOC. For all other modules, you must identify which function call
caused the module to be included, and you must put it in your resident library.

 
• The method used to call a resident library routine destroys register A6. Unfortunately, the

code compiled by the AlphaC 2.0 compiler expects A6 to remain untouched across
function calls. Thus, resident libraries require a compiler switch to ensure that the code
does not expect A6 to survive function calls. This switch is -fcall-used-a6. It must be
passed to CC1. If you use a DO file to compile programs, add it to the switches passed to
CC1. If you use the GCC.LIT program, add it to the file CC1.DEF.

 
 You must compile ALL code that is not in the resident library using this switch. This

means that all system library routines you use (those in SYSLB0.LIB) must be in the
resident library, since there is no way for you to compile them with this switch. Examine
the results of a link to see which object modules are being included from SYSLB0.LIB.
You may ignore modules with no code (these appear in the linker output with Size =
0. bytes near the end of the line).

 
• With the following restriction, the resident subroutine library can be changed or updated

without re-linking the user’s program. If a library procedure is added, you must add the
name at the end of the header file. If a library procedure is deleted, you must reserve the
entry and replace the name in the header file with .delete., without changing the order of
the header file, then reassemble the header file with the command:

 
M68 OURLIB 
RESLIT OURLIB,A,B,C,D,E,F,SYSLB0/L,NEW 

 
 Here’s an example of how the change in the file looks:
 

SEARCH SYSSYM
PHDR  -1,0,PH$REE!PH$REU
C.CODE ; pseudo op for C program
AUTOEXTERN
COPY    LIBFUN
EXPORT  print ; A.OBJ
EXPORT  .delete. ; delete a procedure
EXPORT  OPENIO ; B.OBJ
...
EXPORT timex ; F.OBJ
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EXPORT new1 ; NEW.OBJ
EXPORT new2 ; add procedure new1 and new2
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  USING RESLIT

RESLIT takes one or more objects and/or libraries produced by M68 or LIBLIT and performs a
function similar to both LNKLIT and LIBLIT, producing two output files, a .SYS and a .RLB
(resident library)  file. The .SYS file is a resident image that may be either loaded in system or
user memory. It is executable code consisting of subroutines.

RESLIT takes an .OBJ file or a library file created by LIBLIT and changes it into a resident
library. The format is:

RESLIT{/switches} filespec1{,filespec(s)}
or:

RESLIT/H:header-fspec filespec1{,filespec(s)}

where filespecs are object or library files. The default extension is .OBJ, and the file can’t be an
overlay file. The header-fspec is a file which contains the list of the subroutine names of a
resident library. The file search path (if you don't give a full file specification) is:

1. The current account.
2. Your project library account [x,0].
3. The system library account, DSK0:[7,7].

Do not specify a resident library file as a source library when creating a resident library.
The RESLIT switches are:

SWITCH FUNCTION TYPE
/H:name Creates a header file with the specified

name, containing the list of the library
subroutine name(s). If used, other switches
are ignored.

Operation

/L Designates a library file. File
/M Generates a load map (.MAP) file for the

.SYS file output.
Operation

/S Generates a symbol table (.SYM) file for the
.SYS file output.

Operation

/W Turns on the warning for a global subroutine
not declared in the header file.

Operation

  HOW TO CREATE A RESIDENT LIBRARY

As an example of creating a resident library, suppose you have a library called MYLIB.LIB that
was generated by LIBLIT like this:
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LIBLIT MYLIB=A,B,C,D,E,F 

and you want to change it into a resident library. The steps are:

1. Compile all the files that will go in the library. All AlphaC routines contained in resident
libraries must be compiled with /R and /A. For example:

 
 CC PROG/R/A 

 
2. Create a header file containing the names of the library routines. You can either create it

yourself, or use /H and let RESLIT create it for you. This command creates a header file
called OURLIB.M68:

 
 RESLIT/H:OURLIB A,B,C,D,E,F 

 
 or:

 
 RESLIT/H:OURLIB MYLIB/L 

 
3. and the content of the header file looks like this:
 

 VMAJOR = 1. ; version number
 VMINOR = 0.
 VEDIT  = 100.
 SEARCH SYSSYM
 PHDR     -1,0,PH$REE!PH$REU
 C.CODE ; pseudo op for C program
 AUTOEXTERN
 COPY LIBFUN ; standard C library routine
 EXPORT OPENIO ; B.OBJ
 ...
 EXPORT timex ; F.OBJ
 EXPORT cal
 END
 

 where LIBFUN is a .M68 file containing all the subroutines available in SYSLB0.LIB.
The timex, cal, OPENIO, etc., are the subroutine names declared in B.OBJ, F.OBJ., etc.

 
 The header file contains the list of subroutine names you can reference. If you want to

disable a subroutine, delete the name from the list in the header file. For example, if you
don’t want anyone to reference the timex routine, you must replace the EXPORT timex
line in the header file with EXPORT .delete.. An example is shown under “Restrictions
on Resident Libraries,” above.

 
4. Next, assemble the header file to generate .OBJ files. For example:
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 M68 OURLIB 

 
5. Use the header file to create a resident library.  For example:
 

 RESLIT OURLIB,A,B,C,D,E,F,SYSLB0/ 
 
 or:

 
 RESLIT OURLIB,MYLIB/L,SYSLB0/L 

 
SYSLB0/L should be included in the command line, unless neither your resident library
routine nor the program reference any standard C library routines.

The output files are OURLIB.SYS and OURLIB.RLB (or OURLIB.RTI if the program
used static initialization). OURLIB.SYS is the machine instruction code image that
should be loaded into system or user memory. OURLIB.RLB is a library file. It can be
used in a LNKLIT command to link the user's program with the resident library
OURLIB.SYS. If OURLIB.RTI is generated, it should be placed in SYS:.

  Sample Resident Library

Here is a version of LIBFUN.M68 you may wish to use when creating your resident library. This
includes some functions you may not want, such as the wide character manipulation functions,
and omits some you may want, such as the random file access functions.

C.FLAG
;; Functions from stdio.h.

EXPORT  remove
EXPORT  rename
EXPORT  fclose
EXPORT  $$fclose
EXPORT  setvbuf
EXPORT  fprintf
EXPORT  fscanf
EXPORT  printf
EXPORT  scanf
EXPORT  sprintf
EXPORT  sscanf
EXPORT  vsprintf
EXPORT  fgetc
EXPORT  fputc
EXPORT  fputs
EXPORT  ungetc
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EXPORT  fgetpos
EXPORT  fseek
EXPORT  fsetpos
EXPORT  $$iflush
EXPORT  $$irefill
EXPORT  tmpfile
EXPORT  fopen
EXPORT  $$fopen
EXPORT  $$fddbopen
EXPORT  freopen
EXPORT  tmpnam
EXPORT  fgets
EXPORT  gets
EXPORT  setbuf
EXPORT  rewind
EXPORT  perror
EXPORT  fread
EXPORT  fwrite
EXPORT  ftell
EXPORT  $$iseqrefill
EXPORT  $$iseqflush
EXPORT  $$iseqseek
EXPORT  $$fseqclose
EXPORT  $$fseqfflush
EXPORT  $$imemrefill
EXPORT  $$imemseek
EXPORT  $$fmemclose
EXPORT  $$ittyrefill
EXPORT  $$ittyflush

;; Functions from string.h.
EXPORT  memcpy
EXPORT  memmove
EXPORT  memchr
EXPORT  memset
EXPORT  strcpy
EXPORT  strncpy
EXPORT  strcat
EXPORT  strncat
EXPORT  strchr
EXPORT  strpbrk
EXPORT  strrchr
EXPORT  strstr
EXPORT  strtok
EXPORT  strerror
EXPORT  memcmp
EXPORT  strcmp
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EXPORT  strcoll
EXPORT  strncmp
EXPORT  strxfrm
EXPORT  strcspn
EXPORT  strspn
EXPORT  strlen

;; Functions from math.h.
EXPORT  acos
EXPORT  asin
EXPORT  atan
EXPORT  atan2
EXPORT  cos
EXPORT  sin
EXPORT  tan
EXPORT  cosh
EXPORT  sinh
EXPORT  tanh
EXPORT  exp
EXPORT  frexp
EXPORT  ldexp
EXPORT  log
EXPORT  log10
EXPORT  modf
EXPORT  pow
EXPORT  sqrt
EXPORT  ceil
EXPORT  fabs
EXPORT  floor
EXPORT  fmod

;; Functions from signal.h.
EXPORT  signal
EXPORT  raise
EXPORT  $$uraise

;; Functions from setjmp.h.
EXPORT  setjmp
EXPORT  longjmp

;; Functions from time.h.
EXPORT  clock
EXPORT  difftime
EXPORT  mktime
EXPORT  time
EXPORT  asctime
EXPORT  ctime
EXPORT  gmtime
EXPORT  localtime
EXPORT  strftime
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;; Functions from stdlib.h.
EXPORT  strtod
EXPORT  atoi
EXPORT  rand
EXPORT  atexit
EXPORT  system
EXPORT  abs
EXPORT  mblen
EXPORT  mbtowc
EXPORT  wctomb
EXPORT  $$istrtol
EXPORT  srand
EXPORT  free
EXPORT  qsort
EXPORT  calloc
EXPORT  malloc
EXPORT  realloc
EXPORT  bsearch
EXPORT  getenv
EXPORT  div
EXPORT  ldiv
EXPORT  mbstowcs
EXPORT  wcstombs
EXPORT  abort
EXPORT  exit

;; Functions from locale.h.
EXPORT  localeconv

;; Arithmetic functions.
EXPORT  $$adddf3
EXPORT  $$addsf3
EXPORT  $$cmpdf2
EXPORT  $$cmpsf2
EXPORT  $$divdf3
EXPORT  $$divsf3
EXPORT  $$divsi3
EXPORT  $$extendsfdf2
EXPORT  $$floatsidf
EXPORT  $$fixdfsi
EXPORT  $$fixunsdfsi
EXPORT  $$modsi3
EXPORT  $$muldf3
EXPORT  $$mulsf3
EXPORT  $$mulsi3
EXPORT  $$negdf2
EXPORT  $$negsf2
EXPORT  $$subdf3
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EXPORT  $$subsf3
EXPORT  $$truncdfsf2
EXPORT  $$udivsi3
EXPORT  $$umodsi3

  HOW TO USE RESIDENT LIBRARIES

Resident libraries work best if loaded into system memory, where all users can access them.
They may also be placed in user memory (this is where they are searched for first). If you have a
program, TEST.C, that uses routines from MYLIB.LIB, then the commands to create an
executable file, TEST.LIT, are:

CC TEST 
LNKLIT TEST,CINIT,MYLIB/L,SYSLB0/L 

If you want to use OURLIB instead of MYLIB, then link the file this way:

LNKLIT TEST,CINIT,OURLIB/RLB 

where /RLB designates a resident library file. The above command creates a TEST.LIT file
which contains a transfer vector to the resident library without containing the actual routines
themselves.
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CHAPTER 5  - LIBRARY COMMAND
LINE PARSING

This chapter describes how the command line is parsed by the initialization routines in the
library. Basically, the function main is called with argc and argv. Here we describe how argc and
argv are calculated.

If the PH$ILC bit is set in the program header, and the program is run on a version of AMOS
that is pre-2.0, then all characters on the command line will be wrapped to lower case unless
preceded by a backslash; characters preceded by a backslash will be wrapped to upper case. If
the PH$ILC bit is not set, or the version of AMOS is 2.0 or later, the case of characters on the
command line is not changed.

Besides possibly forcing characters to uppercase as described above, a backslash means to treat
the next character as part of an argument. It may be used to include a space or a tab in an
argument, or to disable the quoting characters described below. To pass a backslash through to
the program, two backslashes must be entered.

A string of characters and/or spaces quoted by " or ' will be passed as a single argument
(assuming the quoting character does not follow a backslash). If there is no closing quote, the
entire remainder of the line will be passed as a single argument. The ' character may appear in a
string quoted by ", and vice-versa. The backslash character may be used to include " in a string
quoted by ", and similarly with '. Note that if the quoted string is adjacent to other text, the
quoted string and the other text will form a single argument; that is, a quoted string is not
necessarily passed as a separate argument.

If a backslash appears as the last character on the command line, the program will read another
line of input (from the terminal or from the command file) and form more arguments out of it.
This may be used to pass large command lines to programs without worrying about the input
buffer size. If this is done the value stored in the _cmdlin variable will not be correct.

Any existing programs which expect the backslash character or one of the quoting characters as
part of their normal invocation will have to be invoked differently.

Unquoted arguments are divided at spaces, tabs and line breaks.
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If an argument begins with the character <, then the rest of the argument is used as a file name
from which standard input is read. If the argument is only a single character, then the next
argument is used as the file name. The argument(s) are not passed in argc and argv.
If an argument begins with the character >, it is used to redirect standard output. An argument
beginning with 2> will redirect standard error. If the > is doubled, the file will be appended to
rather than overwritten. These arguments are not passed in argc and argv.

An argument beginning with a number from 3 to 9 followed by either < or > will open a specific
file descriptor. This file descriptor may be accessed within the program by using fdopen. Again,
< opens in read mode ("r"), > opens in write mode ("w") and >> opens in append mode ("a").
Any such arguments are not passed in argc and argv.
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CHAPTER 6  - THE AlphaC 2.0
LIBRARY

This chapter contains a list of tips describing some aspects of the ANSI C library routines. It
does not attempt to explain how the routines work, but provides information that may be helpful
in using them.

Most monitor calls are implemented as macros using the inline assembler features of the AlphaC
2.0 compiler. Programs which use monitor calls must include the header file MONCAL.H.

The initialization code will allocate a single large memory block within which the stack and the
malloc heap both reside. The values of certain assembler constants control how the jobs memory
partition is divided up; these constants may be set by linking in assembler code, or by using a
statement such as asm(".minf.==10000"); in some C file being linked. The symbol .minf.
is the minimum amount of free space to leave available outside the heap/stack block; the default
is 4096 bytes. The symbol .mins. is the minimum heap size to allocate (if this is not possible, the
program will display ?No memory (under control of .emsgf.) and exit); the default is 1024 bytes.
The symbol .maxs. is the maximum heap/stack block to allocate; the default is 65536 bytes. The
symbol .emsgf. controls whether error messages discovered during initialization are displayed;
the default is 1, which causes display. The symbol .delta. controls the minimum distance which
malloc will maintain between the heap and the stack; the default is 1024 bytes. These symbols
are all available at runtime in the variables __minf, __mins, __maxs, __emsgf, and __delta. The
initialization routine does not check that these symbols have valid values.

Files associated with the terminal are line-buffered by default, except for STDERR which is
never buffered.  In particular, STDOUT is line-buffered, which means that no output is sent to
the terminal until a newline character is output, or an attempt is made to read from STDIN. The
fflush call may be used to force all output to go to the terminal, or the setbuf call may be used to
set STDOUT to be unbuffered (or, for that matter, fully buffered). If STDIN is set to be
unbuffered, then characters are read from the terminal in image mode; otherwise normal line-at-
a-time mode is used.

Files opened with the modes "r", "w", or "a" are opened in text mode. On output the newline
character is turned into a CR/LF pair, and on input all CR characters are ignored. To read or
write binary data, the file should be opened as "rb", "wb", or "ab", in which case no character
translation will be done.
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The memory allocator system (malloc, free, realloc) has been written for speed. The free call will
destroy the contents of the memory block which it is passed. This may cause problems for some
programs, particularly very old UNIX programs which are being ported. The file OMALOC.RBJ
contains an implementation of the AlphaC 1.1 memory allocation functions, in which free does
not destroy memory blocks. The file DMALOC.RBJ contains a debugging version of the AlphaC
memory allocation functions, which display a message each time they are called. Both these files
are compiled with register parameters; OMALOC.NBJ and DMALOC.NBJ are the same files
compiled without register parameters.

The memory allocator system provides two support functions: memchk and memspace. There is
also a header file, STDMEM.H, which describes the internal layout of memory (and also
describes memchk and memspace). Neither this header file nor these functions should be relied
upon; they may change in future releases of the library.

The library provides an implementation of the signal and raise calls of ANSI C. The library
generates a few signals internally; they may be caught by setting up a signal handler. SIGINT is
generated whenever the library notices that the user has pressed ^C (it checks at each call to
malloc or free and each time a file buffer must be refilled or flushed). SIGFPE is generated
whenever a floating point overflow, underflow or divide by zero. SIGSEGV is generated
whenever the memory allocation system detects an error (an invalid argument or header word).
All signals by default will terminate the program, except for SIGINT which by default is ignored
(set to SIG_IGN); this means that ^C is ignored by default.

The system call will attempt to compress the stack/heap memory block as much as possible
before executing its argument. Therefore, it is not necessary to specify a large .minf. or a small
.maxs. merely in order to leave space to execute programs.

The function ropen may be used to open a random file. It returns an integer file descriptor (not
necessarily a small one). This integer may be passed to fdopen to get a FILE * pointer, which
may then be manipulated normally. The function rcreat is similar, but it will create a random file
if one does not already exist. This interface is for historical reasons. Random files fully support
fseek.

The function usam_open may be used to open a USAM file and get a FILE * pointer.

The library contains local versions of $ADPPN and $FNPPN. These are included so that a
program which uses addppn can be linked on an AMOS 2.0 system and run on a pre-AMOS 2.0
system (the Alpha Micro library routines are not backward compatible).
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CHAPTER 7  - CALLING ASSEMBLER
ROUTINES

Assembler subroutines must preserve all registers except D0, D1, D6 and D7. In particular, the
register A6 must be preserved, although it will be destroyed if any monitor call is done. In the
future, it may be necessary to preserve D6, so code should probably save it as well.

All simple values are returned from assembler subroutines in D0. If the assembler subroutine
returns a double, it should return the first four bytes in D0 and the last two bytes in the HIGH
word of D1. The low word of D1 will be ignored (this may change in the future). If the
assembler subroutine returns a structure, the address of a memory location into which the
structure should be placed will be passed to the subroutine in the register D6. In the future,
structures which are eight bytes or smaller may be returned in D0 and D1 instead.

If the assembler subroutine is called from code which uses register parameters (i.e., is compiled
with the -mregparms switch) and the assembler subroutine’s prototype does not contain an
ellipsis, then the first eight bytes of arguments will be passed in D0 and D1 (the first four in D0,
the next four in D1). All arguments take at least four bytes (they are promoted), so normally the
first argument will be in D0 and the second argument will be in D1. All remaining arguments are
passed on the stack; they will be pushed in the same order as they are mentioned in the call. A
double is always passed as eight bytes; the last two bytes should be ignored (this may change in
the future).  A structure is pushed on the stack (or put into D0 and D1) element by element; note
that some structures may have padding bytes.

If the code calling the assembler subroutine is in the scope of a prototype containing an ellipsis,
and register parameters are being used, then the last named argument and all subsequent
arguments are passed on the stack. For example, printf has only a single named argument so all
arguments to printf are passed on the stack. On the other hand, fprintf has two named arguments,
so the first argument is passed in D0 and all subsequent arguments are passed on the stack.

If the assembler subroutine is called from code which does not use register parameters, then all
arguments are passed on the stack
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CHAPTER 8  - PORTING
CONSIDERATIONS

This chapter describes the issues raised by porting code from the AlphaC 1.1 library (referred to
as the old library) to the new ANSI C library which is distributed with AlphaC 2.0. The AlphaC
1.1 compiler is referred to as the old compiler, and the AlphaC 2.0 compiler is referred to as the
new compiler.

The new library parses command line arguments slightly differently. See Chapter 5 on library
command line parsing for complete details.

The new compiler treats char variables as signed by default, rather than unsigned. It also
generates long calls by default (i.e., it assumes the resulting program will be more than 64KB)
and does not generate initialization code by default. Thus, the new compiler by default mimics
the behavior of the old compiler when passed the /SIGNCH, /A, and /R switches. To undo
/SIGNCH, pass -funsigned-char to CC1. To undo /A, pass -mshortcalls to CC1. To undo /R, pass
-mgotoinit to CC1. See Chapter 2 on the compiler options for full details on what options can be
given to the compiler. The defaults can be set in the file CC1.DEF in either your local account or
GCC:see Chapter 2 for details.

The old compiler supported the following switches:

/NOASM This may be duplicated by simply not assembling the output of CC1.

/NOGEN There is no equivalent to this switch.

/DEBUG The AlphaC debugger is not currently supported.

/LIST See /DEBUG.

/A This is the default for CC1. If the argument -mshortcalls is passed to
CC1, the new compiler will generate short calls as was the default for
the old compiler.

/BIGDAT Not supported.

/M20 Not currently supported.
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/NOINIT Not supported.

/O Pass the argument -O to CC1. This is recommended; without it, the
resulting assembler code is similar to, and in some cases worse than,
that generated by the old compiler.

/R This is the default for the new compiler. To generate initialization
code like that generated by the old compiler, pass the argument -
mgotoinit to CC1. If the first object file you link does not contain
initialization code (which must be written in assembler) you must
either compile it using this switch or call the gotoinit macro or the
version macro defined in AMOS.H.

/S Not supported.

/SIGNCH This is the default for the new compiler. To get unsigned characters,
pass the argument -funsigned-char to CC1.  If you do this, you may
want to pass the argument -D__UNSIGNED_CHAR__ to CPP; this
will use the correct values of CHAR_MAX and CHAR_MIN from the
ANSI C header file LIMITS.H.

/UNIX The new compiler always allows integers to be assigned to pointers
and vice-versa, but it gives a warning when this is done without a cast.
Of course, the value zero may be assigned to a pointer with no
warning. Thus this switch is not necessary in the sense that such
assignments are permitted, but it is not supported in the sense that the
warning may not be inhibited. Passing the -w argument to CC1 will
inhibit all warnings, but that is not quite the same behavior.

/UNSIGN Not supported. The new compiler always uses signed right shifts for
signed numbers.

/USGNCH Pass the -funsigned-char argument to CC1, as noted above under
/SIGNCH.

/V Not supported.

/MAXS Not supported.

/MINS Not supported.

/MINF Not supported.
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/DU:, /DL: To define the symbol ABS to be 1, pass the argument -DABC=1 to
CPP (not CC1). To define the symbol xyz with no particular value,
pass the argument -Dxyz to CPP. As the command line for CPP is
case sensitive, there is no need for two different switches.

The AlphaC 2.0 compiler treats all double values as eight bytes, although only six bytes are
actually used by the Alpha Micro floating point routines. This means that arrays of doubles will
be larger under the new compiler.

The keywords nil and nnil which were supported by the AlphaC compiler are not a part of ANSI
C. There are macros in AMOS.H to replace them. Any code which used them will have to be
changed, or else include AMOS.H; this may be most conveniently done by including it from
some other general header file.

The ordering of bitfields differs between the old and the new compiler. The bits are stored in the
same order, but bytes within words are swapped. This is only important when the bitfield is
intended to represent data created outside the program. Programs which use such bitfields will
have to reorder them by swapping each set of eight bits. This has been done in CDEFS.C, which
can also serve as a source of examples of what must be done as both the old and the new bitfields
appear using conditional compilation. A structure containing bitfields which are only used by the
C code (i.e., which do not represent external data) need not be changed.

The new compiler currently handles signed bitfields more efficiently than unsigned bitfields.
Therefore, the bitfields in CDEFS.C have been implemented as signed. It is unlikely but possible
that could cause problems for some existing programs.

The variables cmdlin, dsbase, psbase, minf, mins, maxs, emsgf, delta, hsbase, hssize, heap_top,
heap_max, stack_max have all been renamed to begin with double underscores. This is required
by ANSI C to avoid namespace pollution (consider the difficulties of an ANSI C program which
itself used any variables with the above names). There are macros in AMOS.H to give them their
old names. Any code which referred to any of these variables will have to be changed, or else
include AMOS.H.

The variables syscom and iobas no longer exist, but are instead defined as macros in AMOS.H.
Any code which used those variables must include AMOS.H.

The variables vcount and ARGBUF no longer exist. Any code which referred to either of these
variables will have to be changed.

Most monitor calls which were separate object files in the old library are now implemented as
macros in MONCAL.H to produce inline assembler code using the features provided by the
AlphaC 2.0 compiler. Any code which uses these monitor calls will have to include
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MONCAL.H. For projects which use many monitor calls, this may be most conveniently done
by including it from some other general header file.

The new stdio library uses a FILE structure which is not equivalent to the ddb structure (it points
to a ddb instead). Any code which assumed that a FILE pointer could be passed to a routine, such
as a monitor call, which accepted a ddb pointer, will no longer work.

The stdout stream is line buffered by default, which means that output will only be flushed to the
terminal when a newline is output or when terminal input is requested. This will cause problems
for programs which, for example, output a series of dots as some time consuming procedure is
followed; with the new library, assuming new newlines are output, the dots will only appear on
the terminal after the stdout buffer has been filled (in batches of 512 at a time). The solution for
such programs is to either do fflush(stdout) after each dot is printed, or to set stdout to be
unbuffered at the start of the program, using setbuf(stdout,NULL).

The old library was imprecise as to the distinction between text and binary streams. While most
functions used the aputc and agetc functions, which assumed they were dealing with text
streams, the functions fread and fwrite did not and provided a binary interface to the stream. In
the new library, a file opened with a mode of "r", "w" or "a" is a text stream: carriage return
characters are ignored on input and newline characters are expanded to carriage return/line feed
pairs on output. A file opened with a more of "rb", "wb" or "ab" is a binary stream: all bytes are
transferred directly between the file and the program with no translation. Any code which
accessed binary streams using fread and fwrite will have to open the files in binary mode. Any
code which used fread and fwrite to access text streams as though they were binary streams will
have to be changed.

The function named cfree in the old library is named free in ANSI C. There is a macro in
AMOS.H which defines cfree to be free. Any code which calls cfree must either be changed or
must include AMOS.H.

In the old library the free function did not change the contents of a freed block (although the
contents would, of course, change if the memory was returned by a later call to malloc).  In the
new library the block contents will be changed. It is possible that some code relied on the old
behavior. To support this, the old versions of malloc, free and realloc will be supplied in a
separate object file: OMALOC (.RBJ and .NBJ). Any code which relied on the contents of a
freed block will have to either be changed or be linked using the old memory allocation code.

The following three functions are no longer compatible with their implementation in the old
library:
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clock In the old library the clock function returned the number of microseconds
of CPU time used since the last call to clock (it returned zero the first time
it was called). This is not compatible with the ANSI C definition of clock,
which requires that it return an amount of time measured since the
program was begun. The implementation in the new library returns the
number of jiffies used since the program was started; as per the ANSI C
definition, this may be divided by the macro CLK_TCK defined in
TIME.H to get the time in seconds (CLK_TCK is defined to be 778). Code
which used the old clock function will have to be changed.

ftell In the old library the ftell function could be called with a pointer to a DDB
representing a closed file, and would return the file size (although only on
a traditional format disk). It must now be called with a FILE pointer (the
stat function can be used to obtain the file size). When the old ftell was
called with a sequential file it returned a relatively meaningless number
related to the disk block number. It now always returns the current position
within the file. Code which relied on the behavior of the old ftell function
will have to be changed.

abort In the old library the abort function executed an illegal instruction, causing
the program to abort to the monitor. This is incompatible with ANSI C,
which requires the abort function to raise the signal SIGABRT. This is
what it does in the new library.  Since the program will still terminate, this
probably will not matter to any existing code.

version In AlphaC 1.1, version was defined as a compiler statement, while in
AlphaC 2.0 it is defined as a macro in CDEFS.C. You must include
AMOS.H or MONCAL.H to get the proper definition. In the old compiler,
version had to be the first statement in the program, while in the new it
must come after the proper i#include and before any variable definitions or
executable code. The statements:

version ″1.0A(100)-1,-1,0,PH$REE!PH$REU)″
and

version(1,0,A,100,1,-1,0,PH$REE!PH$REU).

are equivalent.

Note that the module which contains main() must either include a version macro
and be compiled without -mgotoinit or it must not include the version macro and
be compiled with -mgotoinit.
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In the old library a floating point overflow or division by zero would output an error string to the
terminal and continue program execution. In the new library if either of those conditions or
floating point underflow occur, the signal SIGFPE will be raised, which will by default terminate
the program. If there is a signal handler and the signal handler returns, or if the signal is ignored,
program execution will continue. Any code which relied on being able to continue despite
floating point errors will have to either ignore the SIGFPE signal (using
signal(SIGFPE,SIG_IGN)), in which case nothing will be printed when an error occurs,
or install a signal handler (using signal(SIGFPE,&handler) where handler is a function
which receives a single int argument and returns no value) which can do whatever it likes.

The old library only accepted a single argument for several monitor calls which actually take an
additional flags argument. The monitor calls for which this is true are: OPENI, OPENO,
OPENA, OPENR, OPENRE, OPNREW, INPUT, INPUTL, OUTPUT, OUTPTL, DSKDEL,
DSKREN, CHPROT, DSKMNT and DSKUMT. Despite the functions taking only a single
argument, it actually was possible to pass flags to the OPEN, INPUT and OUTPUT calls through
the external variable _lokser_flags. This variable was used as the flags argument for each of
those calls, and was cleared immediately after the call; it was also cleared but not used by the
LOOKUP call. There was no way to pass a flags argument to the other calls listed above.

Backward compatibility is provided for this behavior. If the macro __OLD_LOKSER_ARGS__
is defined before including MONCAL.H, the calls listed above will all take only a single
argument and the appropriate calls will use the variable _lokser_flags for the flags argument and
clear it after use. As all the calls are now implemented as macros, this is done by simply defining
different macros.

The __OLD_LOKSER_ARGS__ macro may be defined either in source code (or a header file)
before MONCAL.H is included or, if appropriate, it may be defined on the command line which
invokes the CPP program. To define it on the command line, the argument -
D__OLD_LOKSER_ARGS__ should be added; this must be entered using capital letters, so on a
version of AMOS before 2.0 the argument -\D__\O\L\D_\L\O\K\S\E\R_\A\R\G\S__ should be
used instead (this will work on any version of AMOS, in fact; see Chapter 5 on library command
line parsing).

Assembler subroutines must change their register usage and return values. See Chapter 7 on
using the assembler.


